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1. Introduction. One-dimentional recursion relation Xn+l--r(Xn,),
where F(x, 2) is a real-valued function of real variables x and 2, which is
smooth in 2, provided an important example as to the nature of the onset
of chaos in dissipative dynamical systems. There has been much effort
devoted to describing the properties of these maps. The sequence of period
doubling bifurcations and its universal scaling behaviour have received par-
ticularly intense investigation.

Feigenbaum studied the quadratic one-dimentional maps (cf. [2])
f(x) 2x(1 x), 1

_
2

_
4.

When 23, successive iterations Xn/I=2Xn(1--Xn) converge to a point
attractor of period one. As is increased up to the critical parameter value
2 (3.5700), known as Feigenbaum point, one obtains period-doubling
bifurcations leading to period-2 orbits. It is not known whether Feigen-

baum point 2 is rational or irrational number. See Fig. 1. When one

X

0
3

Fig. 1. Bifurcat, ion diagram for fhe sysfem of equafion fx(x)=x(1-x).

Fig. 1. Merger of chaotic bands.

periodic orbit turns to be unstable, as we increase 2, another stable orbit is
created, with twice the period of the first one. The new orbit itself turns
to be unstable at a larger value of 2 and another stable orbit is created,
with four times the period of the first one, etc. Thus a period-2 orbit
bifurcates, at 2, rom a period-2- orbit. The resulting ’Feigenbaum
Sequence’ {2}, converges increasingly to the critical value 2, with

lim 2--2_1 =.
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Hence this sequence has asymptotic behavio.ur for suitable constant c:

--c.---- 4.66920. is called ’Feigenbaum constant’. See [1].
As, the chaotic bands and the ’reverse bifurcation of the chaotic

bands’ appear. Namely the 2 bands are made of the merger o,f 2TM bands.
When decreases from the parameter value 0 (3.6785...) to , one
chaotic band splits into two bands at o, and two chaotic bands split into
our bands at ], (3.59257...), etc. Moreover, the resulting sequence
(,) converges decreasingly to the critical value , with the same asymp-
totic behaviour for suitable constant c’:--c.7

The important discovery was the recognition that this behaviour is
universal, and holds for all maps of the interval

where F has a single quadratic maximum, and a negative Schwartzian
derivative.

The aim of the present work is to give the precise values of the pa-
rameters 0 and as functions of .

The details are contained in [7].
2. Bands merging parameters. In this section we consider the pro-

cess o bands merging and in particular, the situation where the first and
the second bands merging begin.

Definition (Li-Yorke chaos [4]). Let I be an interval and let f: IoI
be continuous, f is chaotic if there is an uncountable set ScI (containing
no periodic points), which satisfies the following conditions"

1. Vp, q e S (pCq), lim sup ]f(p)-f(q)]>O, lim inf ]fn(p)-- f(q)[=O

2. Vp e S, periodic point q e I, lim sup ]f(p)--f(q)[O

Theorem (Li, Yorke [4]). Let I be an interval and let f: IoI be con-
tinuous. Assume that f has infinitely many periodic points. Then f is
chaotic.

Definition (The order of Sharkovsky [3] [6]). Define the following
ordering of the positive integers.

3579N... 2.3>2.52.72.9... 2.32.52.7
22221

Theorem (Sharkovsky [3] [6]). If f has a periodic point of prime
period m, then it has a periodic point of period n for every nm.

We consider hereafter the family of the logistic map .f: [0,1][0,1]
given by

f(x)=x( x)
where 1 4.

We remark that for any 2, f is chaotic in the sense of Li-Yorke.

In fact, when , f has periodic points of period 2.k with a positive
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integer i and with an odd integer k, attd then it has infinitely many periodic
points.

Definition (Band structure). For some value of , f has an m
bands structure if there exist m disjoint intervals/ such that

_1 el’,, f(F,)=F,+l (l <_i<_m-1), f(F) =F1.
2

These disjoint intervals are called chaotic bands.
We define 2,, as the parameters values at which 2 chaotic bands split

into 2 /’ ehaotie bands as the parameter 2 is decreased. See Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Bifurcafion diagram for"
the map t’,(x)=/1.x(1-x) in the range
3.4(/%(3.7. /ithin this range of
/% values ther’e is a couqtabl e
nf n toy of bands mergi rigs. The
mer’gings Lrrgo an inverse cascade
and accumulate at, /%=3.57. /e
have labeled fhe f ipst, three
.consecut. ve bands mergi rigs by,
respect.i ve y, 2,/%1, and
The dashed ne nd icaf.es an
unstable per’iod-1 orbit, hi le the
dashed-dotted line indicates an

1" 7 unstable period2 orbit.

3.678573510428322

Fig. 2. Merger of chaotic bands.

We shall derive the exact parameter value at which two bands merging
appears for the first time.

Theorem (Bands merging parameter). There exists a set A of para-
meters such that for e A, f has no periodic point of odd period, except
fixed point (period 1), and at least two bands structure. A is bounded and
its supremum denoted by o is given as the only real root of the equation,
( 1 ) 2 22 42 8=0.

Proof. Assume that 2>2 (>2). Let p=(2-1)/2 (>1/2), one o.f the
fixed points for f, and

I=(1-p,p), I=f(In_) (n_>l).
If I3I1 is satisfied, then IcI and I_1 cI for n_>l. Since I f? I= ,

f has no. periodic point of odd period on I U I, and further, f has no peri-
odic point on (0,1 p] U (f(1 / 2), 1).

IcI implies that f has no periodic point of odd period, except period
one. Moreover, if 2, I and I are chaotic bands for f, since it is easy
to find that 1/2 e I, f(I)=I, f(I)=I.

The parameter 2 which satisfies IcI are obtained as follows.

f( l_ >l p 1
\2/

(2--2)(2a--22-- 42-- 8)< O.
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Then supremum of / is given as the only real root of the equation,
2 4-- 8 0

sup I=(72/ + 1524 3 )v+2 /-(72/1 + 152/3 )’+16 /3
3 /-(72/ +152/3 )’

3.678573510428322...

For e A, the two intervals,

are included by disjoint intervals I3, I2 respectively.
When 2=sup zi, critical point 1/2 is eventually fixed i.e.

If > sup /, then

and F, F are no longer disjoint and the two chaotic bands have merged
into a single band. Therefore, sup A is exactly 0, the parameter value at
which two chaotic bands merge into one. Q.E.D.

We remark that in [5] the value 0 is found as the solution of the same
equation as (1) which is derived from the ergodic observation.

By the same consideration for {f} on the small interval [1--p, p],
there exists , at which two chaotic bands for {f} merge into one; i.e.
four chaotic bands for {f} merge into two at

Corollary. There exists a set A’ of parameters such that for 2 e A’, f
has at least four bands structure. A’ is bounded and its supremum is
given as

Proof.
equation,

2, 3.592572182416916.
2, is obtained as the one of the roots of the following

(f])2(_12_) 1- 2+1--/22--22--3.
21

At 2,, (f,)(1/2) falls on periodic point of period two; e. critical point

1/2 is eventually periodic of period two. Q.E.D.
We observe that all features are repeated in a regular fashion, by

superposition of a large periodic motion o.f period 2, on the small scale.
We mark 20 at which f0 (1/2), falls on an unstable fixed point, and I, at
which f, (1/2) falls on an unstable point of period two. Now, there will
be at the appropriately chosen value o.f the parameter 2, a map such that

f’(1/2) falls on an unstable point of period four, etc.
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